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February 28, 2013 

Public's Understanding of Cause of Fatality of Unidentified 19-Year-Old 
Driver Depends on Focus of Media Attention 

The news delivered to the public regarding how and why a 19-year-old driver came to 
his death in a single vehicle collision on Friday, February 22, 1013 appears to be 
dependent on how the news media have decided to present the story. 

It had been reported in earlier news segments by various media that a single vehicle had 
been involved in a fatal crash on White Oaks Road near Highway 402 but very few 
particulars were provided. While normally at least one of the news outlets in the London 
area sends a reporter to the crash site to provide some photos or video of the site this 
information was not available. The London Free Press provided a photo of "the" site 
along with their news story but all indications are that the photo did not show the actual 
site but some unknown road. The reason for this error remains a mystery as, even with 
an additional article, they continue to show the same photograph of a site that does not 
match the site where the actual collision occurred. 

In the latest news article provided by the London Free Press the police are quoted as 
saying they will not release the name of the victim as this was requested by the family. 
While that decision can be understandable there are other issues at play that can be as 
important as being sensitive to a family's loss. There is an importance in our society in 
informing the public about important matters. While we would like to think that no 
malice is intended, the existence of a free press, or a free news media, ensures that the 
public is not hood-winked by special interest groups that would want the public to only 
hear their version of an event. It is a fundamental cornerstone of a democratic society 
that the public have access to correct and unbiased information. So one needs to balance 
and evaluate the reasons for keeping information from the public. 

In the present case an additional article of the London Free Press high-lighted the fact 
that "Alcohol and speed may have played a part" in the crash. That is an important fact 
to relay to the public as alcohol and speed are major factors in causing collisions as a 
whole. But absent from that focus is the fact that other factors may also have been at 
play. We already indicated in an article on our Articles webpage that the road conditions 
could also have been a major issue. We have mentioned this on numerous occasions in 



the last few years as we have presented numerous articles and news items on this 
website. In a truly unbiased assessment of what is causing the injuries and deaths of 
persons on our roads we cannot be selective in focusing the public's attention on one 
factor or another while excluding others. In the present case there should be concern 
that snowfall on the day of this crash may have made the conditions of the road less safe 
and we should also be focusing on the actions of maintenance personnel to ensure that 
reasonable actions were taken to make the road as safe as reasonably possible. It is not 
to disparage the actions of maintenance personnel but the reality is that their actions are 
extremely important to the safety of every person travelling in poor weather conditions 
and we need to ensure that these important functions are occurring as they should. 

Similarly the characteristics of this curve on White Oaks Road were less than average. 
There was a sharp curve on a roadway that was signed with a maximum speed of 80 
km/h just a few hundred metres from the curve. Although the posted speed was signed 
as 60 km/h on approach to the curve it would be known to anyone familiar with driver 
behavior that drivers do not suddenly reduce their speed when encountering the 
beginning of such a speed reduction while at the same time most drivers are known to 
drive above the speed limit. It becomes important, when officials know of these general 
actions of the public, to ensure that the conditions of a sharp curve be sufficiently 
forgiving so that drivers do not pay with their lives just because they failed to religiously 
follow the advisements made available to them. Instead, the condition of the road 
surface within the curve was poor. Signage in terms of guidance around the curve was 
also poor. The possibility of lack of clearance of snow is also in doubt as the status of 
that issue has not been reported one way or the other. 

Police are reported to have drawn the conclusion that the deceased was not wearing a 
seat-belt while two other occupants in the vehicle were wearing seat-belts and may have 
sustained relatively minor injuries. In a low speed rollover like this it would be 
surprizing that all three occupants would sustain major injuries because, as long as an 
occupant remains inside the protective shell of a rolling vehicle the relatively low 
decelerative forces do not present the opportunity for serious injury. This fact needs to 
be emphasized to the public. 

But one should also be careful not to conclude that, just because an occupant has been 
partially ejected from their vehicle, that it automatically implies that the occupant had to 
be unrestrained. Seat-belt use is firmly established when the seat belt system is 
examined by someone who knows what they are looking for when they are examining 
the markings on the restraint system. A low speed rollover event will rarely produce the 
type of loading marks on a seat belt system that can conclusively establish that a seat 
belt was used or not used. So one must use other evidence, and a great deal of caution, 
in events such as these. 

 

 



February 27, 2013 

Slush, Snow and Sleet Blanket London Area Roads as Winter Storm Makes 
Driving Challenging During of the Morning of February 27, 2013 

 
With temperatures hovering near zero degrees Celsius weather forecasters had difficulty determining whether 

precipitation would come as rain or snow, but it turned out to be a messy mixture. 

A late winter storm passing through North Eastern U.S. and Canada has provided rough 
driving conditions in the London area and surrounding Southern Ontario. Snow plows 
had difficulty plowing a mixture of water, slush and snow. 

 
Much of the material pushed away by snow plows in the London area was in the form of a watery slush rather 

than actual snow. 
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There is never an end to possible dangerous situations that can develop when drivers do 
not maintain a reasonable speed and control of their vehicles. 

 
Maintaining control of your vehicle is extremely important as entering the path of opposing traffic can result in 

deadly consequences. 

Roadways to the north of the City of London developed a covering of snow that made 
control a little more difficult. The curves of Adelaide Street north of the City for example 
provided a challenge to drivers as shown in the photo below. 

 
Typical snow cover while travelling northbound on Adelaide Street, north of the City of London made control of a 

vehicle challenging. 

One can never know what may await around the next curve of a roadway such as 
demonstrated in the example below. 
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This is a southbound view of a tow truck stopped in the northbound lane of a curve of Clarke Road. 

On Clarke Road on the north-east section of London, Ontario it was apparent that an 
SUV had been involved in a collision and a tow truck had arrived to pick-up the vehicle. 
But in doing so the tow truck blocked the northbound lane of Clarke Road at a curve 
where visibility was limited and roads were slippery. 

 
Tow truck blocking northbound traffic on Clarke Road at a curve where drivers would have difficulty recognizing 

the hazard. 

The view below shows what a northbound driver would observe while approaching the 
curve with the tow truck and other vehicles shown on the left edge of the view. 
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Northbound view of curve of Clarke Road where a tow truck was stopped blocking the northbound lane while 

picking up a vehicle from an earlier collision. 

Situations such as this exist on a regular basis when collisions occur and vehicles stop in 
unexpected locations to deal with the problem. 

February 25, 2013 

Gorski Consulting Presentation of "Rural Roads, Curves and Vehicular 
Loss-of-Control" at the American Academy of Forensic Science in 
Washington D.C., February 21st, 2013 

 
Official Poster for the AAFS Conference in Washington D.C. 
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It has been a long time since we presented a paper at the American Academy of Forensic 
Science annual meeting. However nothing much has changed. The number of attendees 
appears to have grown to almost 6500 as indicated in the poster below. Our discussion 
this year centred around the loss-of-control collisions we have been observing on rural 
roadways in about a two hours driving radius of London, Ontario, Canada. 

 
Poster describing some high-lights of this year's session. 

We enjoy long distance highway travel therefore we chose to drive rather than fly the 
950 kilometre distance to Washington. A friend helped with the driving task. We also 
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attached various video cameras to our vehicle and documented various highway features 
while documenting the motions of vehicles and our own driving. Data such as this is 
helpful in our future discussions of driving and accident causation. 

 
A friend helped to share the driving duties between London and Washington while video cameras attached to the 

vehicle also documented various highway features and driver actions. 

Driving and drivers are not that much different between Canada and the U.S. and the 
standards of highway design, signage and maintenance are also very similar. Much of 
our travel was in periods of rain or snow and a combination of each. The highways 
across the mountainous regions of Pennsylvania can be particularly challenging in 
winter as large trucks mix with various horizontal and vertical curves. While we are 
experienced drivers there is no guarantee of what can happen on the road. But we find it 
interesting never-the-less. 

While we try to remain non-political in our postings on this website we cannot help but 
comment on the politics that surrounds the centre of Washington D.C. where there are 
numerous monuments depicting war and the glory of death. We have seen far too much 
of the consequences of motor vehicle accidents to have little more than distain for the 
glorification of purposely causing death of any individual. While leaders insist it is a 
necessity it has been our continual observation that none of these leaders are out at the 
battle front of the wars they cause. The waste of war, much like traffic death, was made 
obvious to us as we reached the area of the memorial to the soldiers who passed away in 
the Vietnam war. The photo below amply depicts the average soldier of the era. 
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A trio of soldiers at the monument to the dead of the Vietnam war. 

Then, at the wall of names of those soldiers we saw a tour of French tourists 
accompanied by a video camera man. 

 
View of French camera man at wall monument to the fallen in the Vietnam war. 

We are not sure what people take of this wall when they read the names and consider 
the vast number. Part of the wall is shown in the photo below while accompanied by the 
presence of the living visitors and the Washington Monument in the background. 
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The dead, the living and an ideal to which we aspire. 

The wall in the above photo reflects the naivety of the young while, in behind, it also 
reflects the silver hair of an older man's contemplations, while closer to the foreground 
the hurry of passing footsteps. It does not reflect the existence of the ideals of the very 
large Washington Monument in the background. We mention these things as a 
reminder of the preciousness of every life whether it is taken senselessly in a senseless 
war or because we did not do more to prevent a senseless death in a motor vehicle 
accident. This wall could also represent the hundreds of thousands, or millions, of 
persons killed over the century of years in motor vehicle accidents.  

February 23, 2013 

19-Year-Old Sustains Fatal Injuries in Rollover Collision on Curve of White 
Oaks Road in London, Ontario 

It has been reported that at approximately 2200 hours last night a single vehicle 
collision occurred on White Oaks Road in London, Ontario near the overpass of 
Highway 402. Our examination of the site earlier this morning indicates that a Toyota 
vehicle was southbound on White Oaks road and passed over the overpass of Highway 
402. The vehicle then approached a sharp right curve. The vehicle travelled to the 
outside of that curve where it rolled over in the south ditch. 

Upon approach to the sharp curve a speed advisory sign indicated that the posted 80 
km/h speed should be reduced to 60 km/h. Although no speed calculations have been 
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conducted it would appear that the speed of the vehicle was elevated but not extreme to 
the point of being unusual. As the vehicle slid sideways over an embankment its wheels 
dug into the soil and the vehicle commenced a low-speed rollover. This rollover 
occurred over a distance of less than 10 metres and this indicates the rather low speed of 
the vehicle. Unfortunately, evidence at the site would suggest that the vehicle came to 
rest on its side while the deceased may have been crushed while being partially ejected 
from the vehicle's side window. There should be some concern how the individual 
become ejected in this low-speed event as in a high percentage of such cases the 
occupant should sustain little or no injury provided that he remains within the 
passenger compartment. 

There should also be some concern regarding the environmental conditions preceding 
the crash. Unofficial reports indicate that a substantial snowfall occurred in the late 
morning and early afternoon yesterday in the London area in the range of up to 3 
inches. At the approximate time of the collision major highways in the area such as 
Highway 401 were experiencing generally rainy or drizzling conditions that were near 
freezing but no freezing rain. The surface of Highway 401 was also absent of any snow-
cover. The scenario might be different at the site of the fatal accident where snow 
plowing and salting/sanding operations might be questionable. A lack of 
plowing/salting/sanding could make the curve at White Oaks Road more difficult to 
traverse. The road surface at the curve itself was noted to be aged and differing greatly 
in the magnitude of cross-slope across the curve. Such a condition would make it a 
problem particularly if the surface had not been treated. No information has been 
provided by official news media about the road conditions and if they played a role in 
this tragedy. 

A short article published in the London Free Press contains a photograph of tire marks 
on a roadside which appear to be of the wrong site. Although this can sometimes 
happen when news agencies have to deal with many stories, it also illustrates the erred 
information that the public can receive - and sometimes the erred information that the 
public does receive. Although we must add that the London Free Press appears to be 
the best agency in the area for reporting collision events in a timely fashion. 

Additionally, Chevron Alignment signs are typically erected at such sites of sharp 
horizontal curves to guide drivers around the curve. These signs are typically placed in a 
line around the perimeter of the curve. The peculiarity at the present site is that only a 
single Chevron Alignment sign was erected. Additionally, the post of that single sign was 
at a steep angle such that the face of the sign was not facing traffic and therefore the 
headlights of approaching vehicles would not illuminate the sign properly. Also the face 
of the sign itself was bent and this would add to the difficulty in providing proper 
reflectance back to the driver's eyes. We expect that these facts will never be reported in 
official news reports nor is it likely that they will be mentioned in any police 
investigation. 

 



UPDATE: February 25, 2013; 1400 Hours 

We have not received any further information regarding this rollover collision and from 
the last report the London Free Press has not corrected its citation of the photograph 
accompanying their news article on the crash. There has also been no identification of 
the deceased in this crash. Given the lack of information we have decided to post an 
article on the Articles page of this website to discuss some of the details of our findings 
from our site examination on February 23, 2013. We encourage all visitors to consider 
the information found there as it relates to the safety of the driving public as a whole. 

February 17, 2013 

Fatal Head-On Collision on Longwoods Road (Highway 2) West of 
Thamesville, Ontario 

It is reported that at approximately 2200 hours of February 16, 2013, a 23-year-old 
driver of a westbound Pontiac Grand Am crossed the centre-line of Longwoods Road, 
just east of Huff Road (West of Thamesville, Ontario) and collided head-on with an 
eastbound Dodge pick-up truck. The Grand Am driver was killed. Police reported that 
both vehicles were sent into the south ditch where they came to rest. 

It is not clear how the police came to their determination of which vehicle crossed the 
centre-line since there was no physical evidence on the roadway in terms of any gouges 
or tire marks. A reasonable interpretation could be that, since both vehicles were in the 
south ditch, it would be a high likelihood that the westbound vehicle was the guilty 
party. Some news agencies such as London's CTV news reported that the roadway was 
snow-covered at the time of the crash but there was no mention of any investigations 
whether the roadway maintenance personnel acted as best they could to keep road 
conditions reasonably safe. 

February 14, 2013 

Red Tape Madness Seems To Be Enveloping North American Traffic 

In the depths of the "Cold War" with the Soviet Union, when the existence of our 
western society rested at the tip of a nuclear missile, Canadians were busy crossing the 
U.S. border by the millions, travelling south for the winter and living the American life 
on the beaches of Florida. 

Recently, as the Cold War has ended, many sworn enemies across the iron curtain have 
opened up their borders. Particularly in Europe, the counties of the Eastern Block have 
totally free borders such that residents of Poland, Hungary, etc. can simply visit Western 
Europe as they please, and come back when they please, or simply take up residence 



where they please. It would seem the sensible, economical and efficient way to proceed. 
But not so here in North America... 

Since the Cold War has ended, and mostly since the terrorist attacks of 9/11, there has 
been an incredible change for drivers in North America when crossing between the 
previously "unguarded" borders of Canada and the U.S. and driving within each other's 
countries. 

A very obvious sign in Southern Ontario is the long line of transport trucks idling on the 
side of our 400 Series Expressways, waiting the long hours to get permission to cross 
the border. That was never the case in the Cold War era. Now, things like "Pre-
Processing Centres" have been developed several hours from the borders presumably so 
truck drivers can get processed before they reach the border. But the long lines persist. 

Now, the latest news coming from a Toronto Star newspaper article is that, as of 
January 1, 2013, Canadian drivers will now have to carry an International Driver's 
Permit if they want to drive in Florida. The Star article noted that there are vast 
numbers of Canadian visitors to Florida each winter that boost the local economy but 
these persons will now be treated like the former Soviet Communists if they plan to 
venture into the foreign land of Florida. The cost of getting an International Driver's 
Permit in Canada was noted by the Toronto Star as about $25. Hmmm, let us add that 
up...$25 for the permit... But what is the cost of the Canadian or U.S. driver waiting for 
hours at the border? How much fuel is consumed "in idle" by thousands of vehicles? 
What are the additional costs of delayed trips such as additional hotel expenses, etc.? 
What happens when the commercial shipment is late and a truckload of food stuffs does 
not make it to a grocery store on time? What is the cost to our industry when parts do 
not arrive at our manufacturing plant? What is the cost in additional collisions when 
drivers feel they must make up time for the unexpected delay at the border? 

It seems while other countries are becoming more open and free our North American 
society is developing the driving infrastructure of a Soviet Communist system that 
insists on controlling the normal activities of daily life with reels and reels of red tape. 

February 13, 2013 

Gorski Consulting Makes Presentation at Annual Meeting of the America 
Academy of Forensic Sciences in Washington DC on February 21, 2013 

Our last presentation to the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) was over 15 
years ago (1997) and our first was in the late 1980s. This year the topic of our 
presentation is entitled " Rural Roads, Curves and Vehicular Loss-Of-Control". It is a 
culmination of work over the last 32 years however in recent years we have compiled 
some interesting data comprised from our continual examination of loss-of-control 
collisions in the vicinity of London, Ontario, Canada. We have also been monitoring a 
number of sites of rural curves where known, potential, safety-related problems exist. 



Given the short time to present the extensive material we will only be able to provide 
glimpses of the data and analysis that we have accumulated however such is the frame 
work of presentations and papers at such conferences. 

February 12, 2013 

Another Near-Fatal Crash on Adjala-Tecumseth Townline But No News 
Coverage Of Possible Controversial Roadway Safety Issue 

It necessitated direct e-mails from concerned citizens to us before we could become 
aware that yet another serious, single-vehicle collision has occurred on the Adjala-
Tecumseth Townline in the early morning hours of February 11th, only a short distance 
from the triple-fatality collision that occurred on January 12th, 2013. Citizens were 
concerned when they observed that the road had been shut down by police and someone 
was air-lifted from the site but no news was provided about the incident that occurred. 

Later, citizens directed us to the Barrie CTV news coverage of February 11th, where 
indeed there was coverage of the collision. The CTV news announcer indicated that an 
18-year-old male was air-lifted to hospital in critical condition. However the video 
footage accompanying the story was of the triple fatal collision of January 12th, even 
though, written directly onto the screen of the footage there was the writing 
"YESTERDAY - ADJALA-TOSORONTIO" as shown in the frame capture of the video 
shown below. 

 
Frame captured from Barrie CTV newscast where footage of the triple-fatal collision of January 12th was 

announced by the newscaster as footage from the site of the collision on February 11th, 2013. 

We do not know how the mistake was made but the newscaster appeared to be 
stumbling through his description as if he himself was confused. Perhaps he observed 
the caption accompanying the older footage and inserted his unscripted comment. Such 
errors are understandable however in this realm where local citizens are expressing 
their frustration and concerns the error does not help. No other news coverage has been 
made available about this recent crash so it can be understood how this is a problem. 
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The Barrie CTV newscaster reported that police did not believe this single vehicle crash 
was related to roadway issues, but there was no explanation why this conclusion was 
drawn and reported within 24 hours of the crash. The obvious issue is that the roadway 
conditions are a concern to local citizens and various agencies responsible for the 
situation would be in jeopardy of facing a law suit over the road conditions. So in this 
realm of conflict-of-interest it cannot be certain how police have carried out their 
investigation, especially if no evidence has been provided for others to evaluate that 
investigation. 

February 10, 2013 

Haldimand County Reported To "Address Dangerous Situation" At Cross 
Walk However Danger May Not Be Fully Understood 

A recent news article in the Simcoe, Ontario newspaper reported how the County of 
Haldimand has "addressed" a dangerous situation in Jarvis, Ontario at pedestrian 
crossings at Main Street North and Talbot Street East. 

Crossing guards at these intersections were complaining of a rash of excessive speed of 
vehicles that have resulted in close calls where pedestrians in the cross walk were almost 
struck. An example was mentioned where a school bus had stopped near the cross walk 
to make a left turn and a speeding vehicle passed the stopped bus using the "parking 
lane". A crossing guard was escorting persons through the crosswalk at this time and 
these persons were almost struck. The solution to such problems has been to paint blue 
lines in the crosswalk and to install a flashing amber light. The cost for these 
installations will be $30,000.00. 

It is not clear how these improvements will cure the example that was mentioned. It 
would appear that the stopped school bus had created a visibility obstruction that 
appears to be the real problem. The bus was turning left onto Monson Street, which 
must be very close to that crosswalk. Such a visibility obstruction will not be removed by 
the noted upgrades. 

Visibility is always a problem in urban scenarios were large buses slow down for various 
reasons or stop to let off passengers near school zones. 



 
School bus producing a visibility obstruction at a school crossing area. 

An important matter in these situations is to understand that a certain segment of the 
driving population will always be found to be speeding. Our own testing reveals average 
speeds on various streets to be over 10 km/h faster than the posted speed limit. A range 
of 12 to 20 percent of drivers may be found travelling 20 km/h above the speed limit. So 
there will always be opportunities for problems to occur whenever visibility obstructions 
occur. 

 
Bus passenger exits in poor weather conditions make visibility obstructions even more difficult for both the 

pedestrians and drivers alike. 
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An important consideration in the Jarvis, Ontario site is to instruct the crossing guards 
of the dangers of crossing in situations where visibility is limited by stopped large 
vehicles such as a school bus or truck. Haldimand should also address the issue why left 
turns are allowed by large vehicles like this, apparently close to the crossing as such 
scenarios will cause potential impacts of pedestrians that may not be visible due to that 
obstruction. 

February 9, 2013 

Snowmobiles Speeding on Public Roads During Snow Storm Can Be A 
Safety Problem 

While conducting additional testing with multiple video cameras and iPhone 
accelerometers we came to observe the number of snowmobiles that entered onto the 
rural highways and travelled at exceptional speeds amongst regular traffic during 
yesterday's snow storm. As an example, the photos below show a southbound 
snowmobile on Clarke Road north of Medway Road, northeast of London, Ontario, 
Canada. 
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View of southbound snowmobile on Clarke Road northeast of London, Ontario Canada near the end of a snow 

storm on February 8, 2013 

 
Southbound snowmobile approaching a northbound pick-up truck on Clarke Road northeast of London Ontario. 

The speed of the snowmobile was much faster than regular traffic on the snow-covered surface. 
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It is not so much the existence of these vehicles on a public roadway, but the fact that we 
observed several of these snowmobiles travelling at tremendous speed and much faster 
than the regular traffic. Regular traffic was limited to slower speeds because of the 
treachery of the slippery, snow-covered surface. However the snowmobile riders 
attained greater traction and as such felt that they could go "full throttle" as they 
pleased. Being much lower to the ground and more difficult to detect it can be reasoned 
that such high speeds eventually lead these snowmobilers into tragic consequences 
when their presence cannot be detected in sufficient time. 

Additional Testing With iPhone 5 and iPhone 4S In Snow Storm Conditions 

Yesterday's snow storm that passed through Southern Ontario gave us the opportunity 
to conduct additional testing to evaluate the functioning of the accelerometers and gyros 
of the iPhone 5 and iPhone 4S. This time we added an additional video camera pointing 
at the right rear tire to explore its motions, primarily during our braking tests. For 
example the photo below shows our vehicle following a braking test in very deep snow 
and you might be able to locate a "snow-covered" camera and anchorage attached just in 
front of the right rear wheel. 

 
View of our instrumented test vehicle following a braking test in very deep snow. The addition of a camera 

pointing to the right rear tire can be seen just in front of that wheel. 
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Because the camera was pointing backwards the effects of the snow were minimized and 
we hope to obtain some useful data once we load-up the views from the eight video 
cameras onto a Premiere project. The depth of the snow can be appreciated in the photo 
below showing the right front tire. 

 
View of the depth of the snow at the right front wheel during our braking test on February 8, 2013. 

Below is a view looking from the rear of our vehicle at its final rest position after the 
braking test. 
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View looking along the right side of the test vehicle from behind its rest position following our braking test in 

deep snow. The additional video camera is visible just in front of the right rear wheel. The bike rack can be seen 

anchored to the back of the vehicle where we attached another video camera to a horizontal bar that extends just 

outside of the left side of the test vehicle. 
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View of tire marks and final rest position of test vehicle after maximum braking in deep snow. 

Note how the undercarriage of our vehicle was also dragging through the snow. 

An additional change from our previous tests on February 3, 2013 is that we changed the 
display output on the iPhone 5 so that it displayed the data from the gyros. It can be 
recalled that our testing from a few days ago had both iPhones displaying the 
acceleration values so that we could make comparisons between them. We were 
generally satisfied that both accelerometers appeared to reliably display similar data 
although we have not had time to examine this in depth. So the present testing with the 
display of the gyro data accompanied by the acceleration data should prove interesting. 
We hope to have some further results soon but, as can be appreciated, working with so 
many video cameras becomes quite time-consuming as we have to copy each view onto 
our computers. The GoPro videos are too large for Premiere to handle in multiple views 
like this so we have to "shrink" the GoPro content and that rendering process is also 
quite time-consuming. We hope that the results will be worth the trouble and we hope to 
post the results as they become available.  

February 7, 2013 

A brief article has been uploaded on the Articles page of this website showing the 
instrumentation used in our testing of February 3, 2013 in which we compared the 
accelerometer readings from a iPhone 5 and an iPhone 4S. Braking tests were 
performed on snow-covered an wet asphalt roads in the vicinity of London, Ontario, 
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Canada. The views from 7 of the 8 video cameras have now been synchronized in our 
Premiere project and we are working to complete this work shortly. We hope to provide 
further results of our testing in upcoming articles. 

February 5, 2013 

Gorski Consulting Conducts Braking Tests With Accelerometers of Two 
iPhones 

We just completed some more preliminary brake testing using the XSensor 
accelerometer app installed on an iPhone 4S and an iPhone 5 side-by-side. This should 
provide a comparison of the output from each phone such that if they are reporting 
acceleration reliably they should both display the same values. We understand there 
may be some slight differences due to the fact that we could not apply a rock solid 
anchorage to the iPhones on the make-shift base that we created at the centre console of 
our 2007 Buick Allure. In our earlier testing that used only the single iPhone 4S there 
was enough room on the approximate 3" by 5" base, but trying to attach both iPhones on 
this base results in some overhang. We reduced the looseness by attaching a tight elastic 
band across the edge of the phones' covers and we hope this will minimize any looseness 
problems. 

Using eight video cameras we are now synchronizing all the views in our Premiere Video 
Editting Program and hope to be able to examine some real results in the next day or 
two. 

February 3, 2013 

Edwin S. Nowak - Life-Long Achievements Acknowledged With Plaque And 
Engineering Laboratory In His Name 

To me Edwin S. Nowak was important because, as the Co-ordinator of the UWO Multi-
Disciplinary Accident Research Team he was the person who decided to hire me on 
October 1, 1980 when I began my career as a road safety researcher and motor vehicle 
accident reconstructionist. But he wore many hats. He was also a professor specializing 
in thermo-dynamics, which was his true interest. I have decided to write an article about 
him which will be found in the next couple of days on the Articles page of this website. 

February 1, 2013 

Highway 401 Closed Again Due to Multi-Vehicle Pile-up 

It is being reported that Highway 401 is closed once again this morning, February 1, 
2013 due to a multi-vehicle pile-up somewhere near Foldens Road (Oxford Road 6). The 
Highway is also closed between Cedar Creek Road (Highway 97) and Drumbo Road, 



possibly due to another accident or perhaps due to weather conditions. It was only a day 
since a multi-vehicle pile-up killed a number of persons south of Detroit Michigan, 
including two children from the Windsor, Ontario area. Police and news media continue 
to warn drivers to slow down and "drive for the road conditions". 

We continue to say, slow down, but there is no such thing as "the road conditions" 
because there are numerous road conditions that change. Some of these road condition 
changes occur very rapidly, especially when there are snow squalls coming off one of the 
Great Lakes. Snow squalls are occurring in Southern Ontario today and will likely be a 
factor for the remainder of the winter therefore drivers need to educate themselves 
about this reality. 

It can almost be called irresponsible for police and news media to suggest to drivers that 
there is such a thing as "the" road condition. Because of the variability in road 
conditions it is essential that motorists be instructed that in one instance the road 
conditions could be excellent and then, with little warning, they can become very 
dangerous. This is not just due to the weather conditions but in some cases road 
maintenance crews cannot keep a road to a consistent level such that drivers may be 
travelling on a wet road and suddenly encounter an icy area. If driver's have the 
erroneous belief that road maintenance personnel can keep a road surface at a 
consistent level then they are in a greatly dangerous state of misunderstanding. 

The following is an example from this morning, February 1, 2013 on a Highway just 
north of London, Ontario. The following sequence of photos was taken at about 3 
seconds apart as the road surface changed from a wet condition to snow covered 
condition and the visibility changed from something reasonable to something where it 
was impossible to see a short distance ahead. 

 
Road surface is wet in the foreground but driveable, but in the distance appears to change. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/114.jpg


 
As we enter the area of snow cover we see further deterioration ahead in the form of a reduction in visibility. 

 
As we get closer we recognize that the visibility ahead is being reduced rapidly. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/28.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/34.jpg


 
...And shortly later we are essentially in a blinding fog of snow. 

 
The conditions are bad enough that it is difficult to detect where the road surface exists except by following the 

tracks made by other vehicles. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/44.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/51.jpg


If the road surface becomes slippery due to icy conditions and a vehicle approaches from 
the opposite direction an evasive motion might be contemplated but not effectively 
achieved. In a short distance further the visibility conditions improve and we are back 
out into an area of reasonable visibility. These changing conditions are what drivers 
need to be aware of. 

UPDATE: February 1, 2013; 2300 Hours 

Subsequent news indicates that a multi-vehicle collision was the cause of the closure of 
the westbound lanes of Highway 401 near the Cedar Creek exit, west of Kitchener, 
Ontario. The collision reportedly occurred at about 1626 hours but there were no 
injuries. OPP Sergeant Dave Woodford was quoted as saying the cause of the collision 
"has not fully been confirmed" (Kitchener Record newspaper) but that "drivers were not 
driving according to weather conditions and slowing down appropriately". 

In situations like this the objective facts need to be identified and those are easily 
available to police. How slippery was the road surface and what actions were taken by 
road maintenance personnel to prevent that occurrence? The police are standing on the 
road at the accident site. That is not a difficult determination. They have access to a 
police cruiser with which they can perform a simple braking test at a known speed and 
measure the distance that the vehicle needed to come to a halt - that is a piece of 
objective evidence. They could contact the roads department of the Ministry of 
Transportation and obtain information from them when plowing and salting/sanding 
occurred, or what other actions were conducted to prevent this problem. They can judge 
from that if actions taken were appropriate. Did the police obtain that objective 
evidence? What was the result of those inquiries? Needless to say no one will 
(apparently) ever know. 
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